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Abstract 
Drummers are under-represented in the research literature, and are frequently misunderstood; 
books and web sites are dedicated to ‘drummer jokes’, and perhaps the world’s best-known 
drummer is one of Jim Henson’s Muppets. So who are these people? What and how do they 
learn? Identities and music education are closely linked, for, as Green has noted, ‘identity… 
(is) ‘intrinsically and unavoidably connected to particular ways of learning’ (Green, 2002: 
216). Drummers’ identities and learning are explored and explained using a new model of the 
Snowball Self. Increasingly, drummers are finding their teaching and learning legitimized by 
the educational establishment. Formal and informal learning are discussed, including use of 
the internet as an educational resource; the internet can of course also be a vital tool in 
identity realization. The paper presents ongoing research from a PhD student at the University 
of London. The study is from an emic perspective as the researcher is a drummer and drum kit 
teacher. Data have been collected from semi-structured interviews, observations and 
questionnaires with two groups of participants – teenage drummers, and professional 
drummers over the age of thirty. It is hoped that this work-in-progress will interest music 
education practitioners as well as music education sociologists.  
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Introduction 

 

The title of this study is borrowed from Descartes. For him, thinking, or the capacity to think, 

is the defining feature of his existence. He writes: 

observing that this truth: I think, therefore I am, was so certain and so evident that 
all the most extravagant suppositions of the sceptics were not capable of shaking 
it, I judged that I could accept it without scruple as the first principle of the 
philosophy I was seeking. ([1637, 1641] 1968, p.53-54) 
  
 

Anyone claiming ‘I drum, therefore I am’ may expect to face more scepticism than greeted 

this ground-breaking assertion of Descartes’; we all think, but drumming is done by fewer 

people and may often regarded as a mere hobby. A couple of years ago I was having a deep-

and-meaningful conversation with Chris, an old friend and fellow musician, who I had known 

for more than twenty years. We were discussing the directions of our lives and plans for our 

respective futures, and he said to me, ‘you are drums’.  

A chance encounter with an advertisement for a t-shirt on the internet one evening 

eighteen months later led me to discover the slogan ‘I drum, therefore I am’. I immediately 

purchased two t-shirts bearing that legend, confident that it was probably true enough for me 

that I could wear it more than once. Wearing the t-shirt makes me feel good (and it comes in 

handy at conferences too), but it set me to thinking about whether or to what extent Chris and 

the t-shirt are right. Does anyone take drumming that seriously? The gravity of the sentiment 

is clear from what Descartes goes on to say: 

if I had only ceased to think… I would have had no reason to believe that I 
existed; I thereby concluded that I was a substance, of which the whole essence or 
nature consists in thinking. ([1637, 1641] 1968, p.54) 

 

From a sincere but fleeting remark by a friend, via a clever t-shirt, to 18th-century French 

philosophy about the very essence of human existence was quite a journey. I wondered 
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whether the participants in this study could handle its implications. If one paraphrases 

Descartes thus: 

if I had only ceased to drum… I would have had no reason to believe that I 
existed; I thereby concluded that I was a substance, of which the whole essence or 
nature consists in drumming, 
 
 

one wonders whether there is anyone for whom so strong a statement might be true. Life, 

after all, is complicated, and we have many allegiances to keep, obligations and tasks to 

perform – could drumming mean this much to any person? Descartes may be turning in his 

grave at the thought of a silly Englishman, hundreds of years his junior, arguing that, rather 

than thinking being the very essence of what makes a person truly exist, that essence in fact 

lies in drumming. However, I defer to Descartes and accept that he may well have a valid 

point in the case of many people. Descartes, however, undertook no sociological research 

among kit drummers – for he was doubtless a busy man. It now falls to me, therefore, to see 

whether, how, or to what extent this borrowed and adulterated proposition may be true: ‘I 

drum, therefore I am’? 

This paper addresses not only drummers’ identities but also their education. Green 

(2002: 216) writes that ‘identity… (is) “intrinsically and unavoidably connected to particular 

ways of learning”’, and it is with this statement in mind that I propose a model and present 

data that, between them, endorse Green’s idea. I would go further than her, though, and 

suggest that there is a strong case for saying that drummers’ identities are ‘intrinsically and 

unavoidably connected’ to all of the ways in which they learn. 

 

Rationale 

 

Kit drummers have rarely, if ever, been the focus of scholarly research. I believe this to be the 

first study to look at identities and learning of kit drummers; a disclaimer may therefore be 
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necessary to justify some of the fun I have been having. Cohen (1991) includes a paragraph’s 

apology for the absence of references to academic literature throughout her book (although 

she does reference a lot of it). She excuses herself because when she conducted her research 

there was precious little academic writing on her field of research. The same is true for me, so 

I have had to rely on many colourful and interesting non-academic texts and other media, 

anecdotes and conversations to raise and discuss the issues.  

Merely being a pioneer, however, is not sufficient reason to spend several years of 

one’s life engaged in an intensely interesting piece of research. Most of the music played by 

drummers in the UK can be broadly grouped under the umbrella of popular music, with a 

notable majority also playing jazz. Drums are fundamental in many styles of popular music, 

and the study of popular music, by sociologists among others, is a growing field. Popular 

music education is also undergoing rapid expansion in the UK and in the US, both inside and 

outside the mainstream school systems. For these reasons kit drummers are becoming 

something of an elephant in the room; who are these people? What do they do? And how do 

they learn to do it? 

 

Methodology 

 

The methodological framework for this paper is qualitative and sociological, borrowing also 

from ethnomusicology and phenomenology. Often these disciplines do not remain entirely 

pure in practice, overlapping as necessary for research. Practices of sociology of music 

education employed in this study are, therefore, informed and hopefully strengthened by 

drawing on good practice from methodologies of related disciplines. Authors whose methods 

have guided those employed here include Bennett (2000), Bresler & Stake (2006), Cresswell 

(2007), DeNora (2004), Finnegan (1989), Fournais et al (1995), Green (2002), Stålhammar 
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(2006), and Stock (2004). As with much qualitative enquiry, this study set out not to prove or 

to disprove any particular point; rather, it was hoped that as the research progressed data 

would be gathered, from which a theory would emerge. In this way it adheres to the spirit and 

practices of grounded theory (Glaser, 1992; Glaser & Strauss, 1968). 

 

Methods of enquiry 

 

Data were collected from participants by conducting semi-structured interviews with two 

groups of drummers: teenagers, and professionals over the age of 30. Ten teenagers and five 

professional drummers were interviewed. Teenagers were interviewed twice where possible, 

in order to uncover more about musical influences and learning practices; professionals were 

interviewed only once, so as not to create too big a disruption to their work. Interviews lasted 

for between 20 minutes and one hour and three quarters. It was decided that both teenagers 

and professionals would be asked to participate, in order that data about identity might be 

compared and contrasted between generations of drummers. For the purposes of triangulation, 

questionnaires were also handed out to 83 drummers at trade shows and a music college. The 

questionnaires were designed to elicit from respondents short, often one-word answers to the 

questions also put to interview participants.  

In addition to the interview and questionnaire data, and for further triangulation, a 

review of relevant literature was undertaken. Sociological and educational texts about kit 

drummers being few, much of the literature was in the form of biographies and interviews 

with drummers, liner notes to recordings, and interviews on broadcast media. Ethical 

guidelines as defined by the British Educational Research Association (BERA, 2004) were 

followed, in accordance with the ethics requirements of the University of London, to which I 

as researcher am affiliated.  
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Perspective 

 

My perspective as researcher in this study is an emic one. I am a professional drummer over 

the age of 30, and spent seven years as a teenage drummer. I also teach popular music 

education in formal and less formal settings. I live in the south-east of England, whence all of 

the participants were sourced. I believe that my perspective as an insider to the worlds of 

drumming and education serves to strengthen the study, both in terms of data collection and 

data analysis. In interviews with fellow drummers, conversation has flowed freely once it has 

become clear that we share not only points of reference but also a deep enthusiasm for our art. 

I feel that sharing what Tyriakian (1973) has called an ‘assumptive frame of reference’ has 

facilitated the gathering of data of a richness that might have slipped through the fingers of a 

more objective observer – for it is cold objectivity that is lacking in this research. All data 

need to be interpreted; mine have been interpreted by an expert insider.  

 

A tribe? 

 

Although Budofsky (2006) refers to drummers both as a ‘community’ and as a ‘brotherhood’, 

Guy Richman points out that ‘there is one guy in the band playing drums.’ Blatantly obvious 

though this may at first seem, it is crucial to an attempt at theorizing drummers – they are not 

a community in the sense that one can go and live in a village of drummers for six months and 

make meticulous observations about their daily lives and musical habits. Rather, they a 

disparate bunch, and while there are perhaps some generalities to be drawn, drummers are 

lone operators, aware of one another professionally and perhaps collaborating at school or 

college; but, ultimately, drummers may be helpfully understood as people sharing ‘the desire 
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to express oneself through a particular style of living’ (Hetherington, 1998: 50). Bennett & 

Kahn-Harris (2004) and Maffesoli (1996) call such collective a ‘tribe’ or ‘neo-tribe’. 

 

Identity 

 

Identity, it seems, can be a hard thing to pin down. Grotevant (1992: 73) has noted the 

‘theoretical complexity’ of ‘the concept of identity’. Jorgensen provides a suitably dialectical 

working definition, finding that ‘the notion of “identity” is itself an imaginary construction, 

an ambiguous, fuzzy, and complex notion that is subjective and objective, individual and 

collective, normative and descriptive, malleable and committed, dynamic and static’ 

(Jorgensen, 2003: 31). ‘Identity’ is indeed a notion, an idea – people seem to know roughly 

what it means, but there is no consensus as to exactly what it is. In response to the theoretical 

ambiguity surrounding identity, at the 2008 annual conference of the Society for Research on 

Identity Formation (SRIF) in Chicago, keynote speaker Dr. Philip Dyer expressed his wish to 

hold a ‘Paradigm Party’ in order that the Society might soon know and therefore be in a better 

position tell others exactly what it is that it stands for.  

Erikson (1950, 1968) and others (Borthwick & Davidson, 2002; Cheug & Yue, 2003 a 

& b; DeNora & Belcher, 2000; Dibben, 2002; Gracyk, 2001; Grotevant, 2002; Hargreaves et 

al, 2002; Marcia, 1980; O’Neill, 2002; Shank, 1994; Stets & Burke, 2003; Tarrant et al, 2002; 

Waterman, 2007) talk about specifically ‘identity’, whereas Angrosino (2007) refers not to 

identity but to ‘the self”, a term also taken up by Jackson & Rodriquez-Tomé (1993). Cheung 

& Yue (2003b) consider ‘identity’ but also writes about ‘self concept’, a term shared by 

Morrison & McIntyre (1972) and by Hargreaves et al (2002). The Society for Research on 

Identity Formation (SRIF) proclaims an interest in ‘human self-definition’ 

(http://w3.fiu.edu/srif/SRIF-DRK/About_Srif_05_10_01.htm). 
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Crocker & Park (2003) in turn write about ‘genuine self-esteem’ and ‘a true sense of 

self-worth, self-respect, and acceptance of one’s strengths and weaknesses.’ Hampson (1982) 

talks about both ‘self-perception’ and ‘personality’ which appear to refer interchangeably to 

identity. Lamont et al (2002) conceive of identity in terms of ‘self understanding’ and self-

other understanding’, while Kirchler et al (1993) describe adolescents’ exploration of 

‘autonomy’ in a way that sounds a lot like identity. Hegel (1910) describes ‘individuality’ as a 

construct that seems to fit under the umbrella of contemporary concepts of ‘identity’. All of 

the above scholarly contributions, from among numerous others, help to form a broad 

conception of identity and identities. All are useful in describing aspects of or views on 

identity.  

 

Meta-identity and contextual identities 

 

Hampson (1982) raises the helpful notion of people having multiple identities, an idea also 

appearing in the work of Brabazon (2002), Fornas et al (1995), Gracyk (2001), Hargreaves et 

al (2002) and Stets & Burke (2003). Stets & Burke (2003: 132) explain that ‘most interaction 

is not between whole persons but between aspects of persons having to do with their roles and 

memberships in particular groups or organizations: their identities’; an identity, then, is an act 

that one performs, or a hat that one wears. Drummers can be drummers in many contexts. For 

this reason I propose to consider ‘drummer’ as a meta-identity, while the various identities 

occurring in particular situations can be called contextual identities.  
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Obtaining identity – identity realization 

 

It appears that the means by which a person comes by his or her identities is undecided. Some 

writers talk of identity achievement (Cheug & Yue, 2003 a & b), while others write of identity 

development (Campbell, 1998; Morisson & McIntyre, 1972) or identity resolution (Marcia, 

1980), and yet others describe identity formation (Fornas et al, 1995; Markstrom-Adams, 

1992). These are muddy waters indeed. These means of obtaining identity are not necessarily 

mutually exclusive, but they do suggest different perspectives on the phenomenon of identity 

as well as suggesting different levels of engagement from drummers with their own identities. 

I wish to reject the term ‘resolution’ for two reasons – 1) it sounds permanent, which does not 

fit with my understanding of identity and 2) it sounds unduly negative. This is not to suggest 

that realising one’s identity cannot be problematic; but that to conceive of it merely as 

something discordant or troublesome and in need of being solved does not sit well. 

‘Achievement’ for me is again a little too final. ‘Formation’ sounds rather military or 

distractingly reminiscent of synchronized swimming; and while it does allow for change, I 

feel that it is not a broad enough term. Finally ‘development’ tends to suggest growth or 

improvement, neither of which is necessarily the case. I would prefer instead to take my cue 

from Hegel (1910: 417, ibid.) and borrow his term to use in my new model of Identity 

Realization. 

‘Realization’ has two commonly understood meanings. Realization in the sense of 

realizing plans for an event, or realizing a chord chart or drum part in sheet music terms, is a 

useful metaphor for the sense in which identity can result from effort and agency of an 

individual (Gracyk, 2001). This is called active identity realization (AIR). Realization also 

works according to its other common meaning, inasmuch as a person’s identity and learning 

can be very much about reflection or sudden awareness (James, 1884). One may be acting out 
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a particular role without immediately noticing. This is called passive identity realization 

(PIR). These two compatible ways of viewing how identities are obtained provide a useful 

lens for the study of drummers.  

Waterman (1992: 58) marries the dual meanings of identity realization in his 

interpretation of the philosophy of ‘Eudemonism’ which ‘is an ethical theory that calls upon 

people to recognize and live in accordance with the daimon or ‘true self’”. Recognition of 

one’s daimon seems similar to passive identity realization, while living in accordance with 

that daimon is tantamount to active identity realization. Waterman (1992: 58) asserts that 

‘individuals high on eudemonic well-being will be flourishing’.  

I propose a metaphor to help with describing identity realization, – the Self as a 

Snowball; a Snowball that we can either allow to roll freely on or off the meandering 

mountain pistes of life, or that we or (an)other(s) can guide along the slopes and surrounding 

terrain. When we guide the Snowball along in a direction of our choosing, we know whence 

we will gather snow (identities), and may have a good idea of what that snow is like – or at 

least we have every intention of finding out. When another person guides the ball on our 

behalf or we take a surprise turn, however, we may discover that we have acquired 

unexpected identity-snow. If we reach an easy, gentle slope, we may choose to run alongside 

our Snowball, allowing it to roll freely, bouncing off the occasional mogul, gathering no snow 

as the surface hardens, or acquiring material of a type unnoticed by us until we turn around to 

glance at our Snowball Self and discover that it looks different than the last time we checked. 

As the Snowball rolls, different parts of it (identities) will become visible – some more or less 

so than others. It is also likely that snow will fall off, become covered up or be forgotten 

about, and may need to be replenished by a return to a particular area of the piste. Jorgensen 

eloquently describes her changing passive identity realization in terms that parallel how the 

Snowball Self works: 
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I am unsure that even in middle age I can articulate my sense of self fully… 
Rather, it seems that as I live my life I am conscious of a changing awareness of 
what is important to me and who I am. (Jorgensen, 2003: 29) 
 

At a recent conference, it was pointed out to me that in Texas (whence hailed several 

delegates), the Snowball Self would rapidly melt. For this reason, it may be necessary to 

conceive of the metaphorical snowball existing in the eternal winter of C. S. Lewis’s Narnia. 

Of course, the Snowball Self is formed not of identities alone, but also of learning; this is 

discussed below.  

 

Findings: identity 

 

Relationships and roles 

The world inhabited by drummers is one in which they can be portrayed as different from 

other musicians, singled out socially and musically. As drummer Chad Smith acknowledges, 

‘“we’ve all heard more than a few drummer jokes, usually involving some kind of drooling 

caveman who can’t count”’ (cited by Smith in Budofsky, 2006: 4). Bill Bruford, also a 

drummer, captured this notion of the drummer as simultaneously internal and external to 

proceedings in the title of his 1999 album A Part, And Yet Apart. To introduce the findings of 

this study, one should begin with what is perhaps the quintessential drummer joke: 

 What do you call someone who hangs around with musicians? 
  
 A drummer! 

(www.drumjokes.com) 

This joke, part of the lore of musics involving kit drummers, pokes fun at that dichotomy 

distilled by Bruford in his album title. How, then, are drummers’ identities realized? 

As the joke implies, drummers are fundamentally ensemble musicians. It seemed 

important to gauge what drummers felt was their role in an ensemble, for, as Guy 

(interviewee) points out, ‘the drummer’s the only guy in the band playing drums’ – his or her 
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role is unique. Unlike the suggestion in the joke – that drummers exist somehow outside of 

the music, being an add-on – drummers often speak of the necessity to integrate fully with 

band; a high degree of musical intimacy is sought: 

I sure be trying to get next to whoever I’m playing with. I’m trying to get right 
inside them, to just think with them with one mind... and sometimes we can get so 
close, man, until we all sound like one person. (Ali, cited in Wilmer, 1977: 172) 
 
I’ve always been in a band with Rupert. So me and him have this kind of – we 
know what each other’s thinking, a lot of the time. (Steve) 
 
The bassist I’m working with at the moment, Loz, we’ve formed a relationship 
where he can anticipate what I’m doing, and he can anticipate what I’m going to 
do next – it’s really, really, it’s a really mental connection! It’s really, really good. 
It’s really important to have that relationship with a bass player. (Luke) 
 

These three drummers describe one aspect of how they go about active identity 

realization in the context of a band. Passive identity realization also occurs in this context. 

John Hiseman realizes that in his role a drummer should ‘play the band’. Guy has found that: 

… the bass player and the drummer together create a meter, and maybe a groove, 
for the others to sit on. 

 
Ursula also identifies a contextual identity, playing the band in her own way: 

… being a drummer in a band? You are the foundation. If you’ve got a conductor 
or whatever, you’re the end of that conductor’s stick, and you’re the driver… 
People have said to me, there have been other musicians, who’ve happened to 
come along when I’ve been playing somewhere. They’ve said ‘that band wouldn’t 
have been so good; you know, you were driving that band.’ 

 
Ursula’s comment points to Waterman’s eudemonism, the reciprocal relationship between 

passive and active identity realization; she actively realized her identity as driver of the band, 

and following others’ comments, passively realized that identity for herself. This in turn was 

presumably followed by further active realization of that identity. (Ursula’s identity 

realization is described in the past tense because at the time of interview she had recently 

retired as a musician.) 

The role of the drummer as the driver or the foundation of a band is recurrent 

throughout the data. Questionnaire respondents said of their role in a band that they: 
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… hold and set the tempo 
 
… lay down the beat 
 
… keep the bastards in line 
 
 and 

… drive it in the direction. 
 
Drummer Louis Bellson finds that: 

… the drummer is in the driver’s seat. You’ve got hold of the wheel, and you’ve 
got to let the band know you’re in control. (Bellson cited in Budofsky, 2006: 37) 

 
Similarly, Budofsky feels that: 

 … a great drummer is a benevolent dictator, leading by example, not by force 
(Budofsky, 2006: 107) 

 
Chris, concurring, finds that: 

everyone listens to you for time… , 
 
while Guy expresses the passion with which most participants imbued their responses, when 

he describes the conflict between his identity as a curator the tempo of a song and his 

professional responsibility to follow a conductor: 

… the drummer’s job is timekeeping… I personally feel that if I just gave in to 
that [the wavering of tempo from the conductor] and went ‘oh well, we’re slowing 
down’, then my soul’s dying if that happens. It’s not good enough for me. 

 
The drummer as leader 

Another drummer joke goes: 

 How do know when a drummer has arrived at the party? 
 
 The knocking gets faster and he doesn’t know when to come in! 
 (www.drumjokescom)  

 
This suggestion that drummers can be incompetent musicians and poor timekeepers is, 

however, countered throughout the music community. Music journalist Barney Hoskyns 

describes the position of drummer in a band as ‘the captain of the band’ (in conversation with 
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the author, 2008). Similarly, ‘[drummer] Baby Dodds… once called the drummer the 

conductor of the band’ (Wilmer, 1977: 155). Drummer Rashied Ali had the following to say 

about the position of the drummer in a band: 

… it seems like drummers are actually natural leaders. With a good drummer 
there’s no end to how far a band can excel because, like, a band is only as good as 
its drummer. If the rhythm ain’t correct, then the group’s not happening. (Wilmer, 
1976: no page no.) 

 
From these statements, it seems that drummers are often renowned for and aware of their 

roles as de facto leaders in ensembles. However, drummers are invariably at the back of a 

band, pushing from behind, probably for reasons of loudness as much as any sort of notional 

musical hierarchy in bands.  

Some drummers perhaps see themselves as sort of back-seat drivers – out of the 

limelight, but with a central role. Steve comments on this attitude, saying that:  

I do know why I play drums – ‘cause I want to be in a band, but I don’t want to be 
at the front. 
 

For some drummers, though, this inconspicuous leadership style is not enough; they want 

their perceived musical position emphasised on stage. Luke says: 

… it’s not like drummers should be in the back of the room; it’s like I want to be 
the front of the band – it’s just like, that’s just the way I am. 
 
 

The role of a drummer, while being ridiculed in drummer jokes and simultaneously 

respected in musical circles, changes according to the ensemble with whom a given drummer 

is playing. Bill Bruford recalls a particularly difficult experience: 

… trying to write the album U.K. was a little like four writers all trying to write 
the same novel simultaneously, with only the barest common understanding of the 
plot… this method of music making was, and is, laborious, exhausting, and 
expensive. (Bruford, 1988: 39) 
 

His response was to start his own band. As he says:  

… little wonder then that the idea of running one’s own groups was so appealing. 
How wonderful to do away with the committee method of music making; how 
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quick and pure and simple to bring your ideas to life when you pay the salary 
checks! (Bruford, 2008: 39) 
 

Drummers such as Bruford, and other leaders like Blakey and Fairclough, put paid to the 

notion purveyed by this drummer joke, that drummers are not particularly creative: 

What’s the last thing you’re likely to hear a drummer say? 
 
‘Hey Guys, do you wanna try one of my tunes?’  
(www.drumjokes.com) 
 

Teenage interview participant, Natalie also prefers to have creative control over the bands in 

which she plays. She says: 

… when I was in bands and I was in charge… I prefer that, ‘cause then I can just 
do whatever I want. (Natalie) 
 

Drummers leading bands are in the minority; and, of course, leading one band does not mean 

that a drummer will the same role in every ensemble with whom he or she plays, as Luke and 

Chris explain: 

I’ve been in various bands and I’ve just been ‘the drummer’, where my job is just 
to drum. And its just like, this is bollocks… Yeah, I do the job for that, but I don’t 
really enjoy it if I’m in a band like that. (Luke) 
From my old band that I started with… It depends…  If you have a creative, if 
you’re there from the beginning at the beginning and you help write the songs, 
roles just are just different. It depends. (Chris) 

 

Uniqueness 

 

What appears to be important to many drummers, regardless of their precise role, is that they 

are recognizable, that each has a unique voice. Expressing an attitude toward active identity 

realization, Bruford writes that:  

… we all want our own personal musical signature, recognizable from a hundred 
paces away. (Bruford, 1988: 51) 
 

The following drummers aspire to do exactly this: 

… when you listen to music you think ‘I can play that but in a different way’ – 
that's what I think. (Gifty) 
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I’d like to think that… there is some original, sort of, blend of influences there. I 
hope so. (Chris)  
 
I would, I guess, if I ever got bigger… Yeah, you need to add your own. (Senan) 

 
Steve is pleased to recognize his uniqueness, through the passive identity realization that there 

is something special individual about his manner of playing the drums: 

… we had a drum tech who – I turned up late for sound-check so he had to do the 
sound-check for me, and he’s a great drummer, he’s a brilliant drummer. But he 
couldn’t get the simplest of the tunes that we do. And he was playing all the parts 
exactly right, but it just wasn’t right, you know? That’s brilliant! I’ve got it – you 
haven’t! 
 

The desire for recognition, however, is not universal. Others appear not to need to express a 

sense of individuality. Guys says: 

A signature style? No. Obviously I got into the business and realized that if you’re 
going to be successful, i.e. work, you’ve got to have a command and an 
understanding of different styles, and different styles of music so I suppose… I 
suppose, if you like, I’m a Jack of All Trades. (Guy) 
 

Ursula also suggests that her primary concern is with making music, rather than with making 

her mark: 

… isn’t the challenge using these two sticks and what you can do with them? 
Almost on one spot, if you like – just on one drum. (Ursula) 

 

In actively realizing identities as working drummers, both Guy and Ursula may have 

passively realized identities as non-unique performers.  

 

Age 

 

In the film ‘rockumentary’ This Is Spinal Tap, drummers for the band Spinal Tap are 

apparently doomed to meet an early death. John ‘Stumpy’ Pepys is reported to have died in a 

bizarre gardening accident; Eric ‘Stumpy Joe’ Childs purportedly choked on vomit; and Peter 

‘James’ Bond is alleged to have spontaneously exploded on stage. The reality for drummers, 
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at least in the small (living) sample taking part in this study, is rather different. Ageing is a 

process that affects a musician’s ability to play the drum kit. As Ian Paice succinctly explains: 

… getting old is a fucker. 
 

Guy, too, finds that: 
 

I’m really feeling it this year – it’s probably due to smoking, drinking, getting old. 
 
and Ursula too finds that ageing takes its toll physically on a drummer: 

 
I think as you get older  - I mean, I think of all the equipment I used to lift and 
carry. 
 

In actively realizing their meta-identities as drummers, these interviewees also passively 

realize contextual identities as ageing drummers.  

 

Findings: learning 

 

Introduction 

Learning has been explained in terms of formal, non-formal and informal learning. Rennie & 

Mason (2004: 110) cite Eraut’s (2000) conditions for formal learning: 

• A prescribed learning framework. 

• An organized learning event or package. 

• The presence of a designated teacher. 

• The award of a qualification or credit. 

• The external specification of outcomes. 

While it may not be necessary to meet all of these criteria in order to consider that 

learning is taking place formally, this type of learning is distinct from what have been termed 

informal and non-formal learning: ‘informal learning results from activities in daily life at 

work, at home, at leisure; non-formal learning is intentional on the part of the learner and 

structured in terms of learning objectives, but is not provided by a recognized education or 
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training institution’ (Rennie & Mason, 2004: 111). Of course, learning is never actually 

provided by any institution – institutions provide teaching, presumably in the hope that 

learning takes place as a result. 

Green (2002, 2008) expands on this explanation of informal learning, locating it in a 

specifically musical context. She highlights particularly that informal learners choose to learn 

music that they know and like; for instance that learning by ear from audio recordings is 

commonplace; and that norms include peer-directed learning and group learning. I have 

chosen to enfold non-formal learning into a broader conceptualization of informal learning in 

order that learning becomes easier to discuss – I love a good dichotomy, and I find the non/in-

formal distinction an awkward one. Formal and informal learning experiences form part of 

what I have chosen to call active learning realization.  

Following Campbell (1998), Green (2002) talks about ‘musical enculturation’, which 

‘refers to the acquisition of musical skills and knowledge by immersion in the everyday music 

and musical practices of one’s social context’. Musical enculturation therefore embraces 

formal and informal learning, and is perhaps akin to what Bamberger (1978) refers to as 

‘intuitive musical knowing’. Green (2002) refers also to ‘unconscious learning’. These 

constructs are similar to and embraced by my new construct of passive learning realization. 

Along with active learning realization, this forms a dichotomy that I have found very helpful 

as lens through which to view the myriad learning phenomena that comprise the drummers’ 

learning experiences.  

The Snowball Self is conceived of as being constructed (realized) not by identity 

alone, but by learning as well; the Snowball is built simultaneously by realization of both 

identity and learning. Active learning realization refers to any situation where a drummer (or 

anyone else, for that matter) makes a conscious decision to (try to) learn something. Passive 

learning realization occurs whenever something is learned inadvertently – not without agency, 
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but without intention to learn what is learned. If passive learning realization (PLR) and active 

learning realization (ALR) are combined, we have PALR. Together with together with 

passive and active identity realization (PAIR), these describe how the Snowball Self is 

composed; it is comprised of experiences of learning and of identity, of PALR and PAIR.  

 

To reiterate, PALR and PAIR are not entirely separate, nor are they equivalent or 

entirely conjoined. They overlap, and together they complete the fully realized Snowball Self 

(see below). In the film Fight Club, Jack prays to his friend and alter-ego, Tyler Durden: 

May I never be complete.  May I never be content.  May I never be perfect. 
(Fincher, 1999) 
 

Fortunately for Jack, the Snowball Self will not allow anyone to be complete – identities keep 

on being realized and drummers just carry on learning. Earlier in the same film, Tyler says to 

Jack, ‘you are not a beautiful and unique snowflake’ (Fincher, 1999); Tyler is right – Jack is, 

as drummers are, not a snowflake but a complex and ever-changing Snowball Self. Bill 

Bruford explains, with a different analogy, how this has proven to be the case for him as a 

drummer: 

… the path to a fruitful career will inevitably involve perpetual change in a 
continual redefinition of yourself and your goals. So much of being successful in 
music is not different to being successful in any other field. It hangs on knowing 
what is and what is not possible and, like the goldfish, on swimming around the 
rocks rather than continually banging in to them. (Bruford, 2009: 180) 

 

Where learning and identity meet 

 

I will contend once more toward the end of this paper that learning and identity are always 

virtually inseparable. However, one way in which identity and learning most conspicuously 

come together is neatly portrayed in this joke: 
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How many drummers does it take to change a light bulb? 
 
21 – 1 to change the bulb, and 20 to tell you how Buddy Rich would have done it! 
(www.drumjokes.com) 

 

This joke pokes fun at drummers’ propensity to talk at length about their favourite drummers, 

and especially about a few ‘star’ drummers who have come to epitomize the art; these master-

drummers are exemplars of their trade and as such are common points of reference among 

members of the drumming neo-tribe. When drummers get together, they can talk really talk 

drummers! What this exclusive (and occasionally antisocial) manner of conversation also 

reveals about drummers, though, is that they tend to learn rather a lot about other drummers. 

Traditionally, as Green (2002) points out, learning from audio recordings (and, as 

demonstrated below, increasingly new media) has been one of the principal means for 

musicians in popular genres to learn to play. There is much evidence of this among 

participants; teenage drummer Matt, in his second interview with me, took me from A – Z on 

his iPod, eagerly and enthusiastically listening to and talking about his musical influences!  

Drummers, as other musicians, learn not just by listening, but also by playing along to 

recordings. Stuart Cable, drummer for the Stereophonics, recalls in his autobiography that: 

I would tape favourite songs and just play along to them. (Cable & Bunko, 2009: 
22) 
 

Steve, also in a successful pop band, remembers that 

… we had an attic in our house, our old house. I just stuck a drum kit up there, 
stuck my Walkman on and just started playing to tunes that I loved. 

 
Luke, apparently, cannot resist engaging in this practice, even without being near his 

instrument: 

… coming back from my girlfriend’s the other day, and I was… air drumming  
on the tube. 
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As kit drumming has becoming increasingly accepted within formal education as a legitimate 

musical activity for aspiring young musicians, so the boundaries between formal and informal 

learning practices become blurred. This is one reason why it may be helpful to think of all 

instances of intentional learning as examples of active learning realization. Daljit, a thirteen-

year-old student, describes how his school drum lessons work: 

… yeah. Once we’re really good on a beat he [the teacher] gets, like, a record like 
Slipknot and he lets us play for it. 

 

As well as learning from recordings, drummers can learn a lot from printed media. 

The UK market manages to sustain two glossy printed magazines for drummers, issued 

monthly. These magazines, Rhythm and Drummer, invariably feature on the front cover a full-

page photo of a star drummer who will often have graced the cover on numerous previous 

occasions. Each issue features articles and interviews with several drummers. Also available 

in the UK is the US publication Modern Drummer, which is published to a similar model. 

Drummers’ thirst to read about tribal peers and elders fuels a thriving business. Through these 

practices of learning from and about other drummers, via various media, drummers gain a 

sense not only of how to play drums, but also how to be a drummer. Drummers like to play 

like the drummers they like, but also to be drummers like the drummers they like. As Bill 

Bruford recalls from his formative teenage years: 

I was going to be Max Roach. (Bruford, 2009: 35) 
 

Matt, a teenage interviewee, says that: 

… the reason I practise so much is because of inspiration from the people I watch, 
like Buddy Rich, Vinnie Colaiuta, Bernard Purdie, Steve Gadd.  They’re amazing 
and I want to be them, so the reason I practise is to try and be them. 

 
Luke, another teenager, says: 
 

My main influence in John Henry Bonham. 
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For all three of these drummers, it is not just a question of learning to play in a comparable 

way their idols; rather, there is an overt aspiration also to be like those drummers. Luke may 

appear from his comment to be less committed to becoming like Bonham, than his tribal 

brothers, but he proudly displays a tattoo on his forearm of John Bonham’s symbol.1  

It may appear at first that this active identity and learning realization is restricted to 

younger drummers, but Guy Richman, a seasoned professional, still derives inspiration from 

fellow drummers: 

Harvey Mason, man, he’s just there, he’s there. But that’s the shit I grew up on – I 
grew up on all that. 

 

While Mason began to affect Richman in his earlier formative years, Richman also recalls the 

profound influence that another drummer had on him slightly later on: 

… in my late teens I kind of got turned on to Steve Gadd for the first time, and 
that was like ‘fuck me!’ Hahaha! 
 

Guy is still inspired and excited by other great drummers today: 

 Steve Jordan, Steve Jordan is my man of the moment… His groove is just 
immense, and his feel and his… humility and grace that goes into a song when he 
plays… James Taylor Live at the Beacon Theatre… Probably one of the best gigs 
you’ll ever see. Steve Jordan on drums… That was like ‘Fuck, I’ve got to watch 
that again! I’ve got to watch that again.’ 

 

Contemporary learning realization 

 

Drummers’ informal active learning realization is changing shape. In some interviews teenage 

drummers played me CDs, others played music from iPods, some played DVDs, and all 

interview participants (bar one who did not have internet access or wish for it) talked about 

using the internet as a learning resource. Matt explains why he finds the internet to be such a 

valuable resource: 
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… you can search out people like Buddy Rich or Elvin Jones and they’re there… 
It’s a lot harder to go and get the CD. A lot of shops don’t even stock that sort of 
stuff any more. 
 

Luke explains more colourfully how the internet is useful to the student drummer: 

O, You Tube and My Space has changed absolutely everything! What I really 
love is when you find a song and you think ‘this is mental’ and I’ll talk to my 
friends on the internet who’ll be like ‘I don’t know that’ and I’ll send it to them 
and they’ll send it to their mates, and it just opens, opens up all the gates, man. 
It’s brilliant, it’s, I couldn’t… and finding out new musicians – especially You 
Tube; you just click on, er, Jojo Mayer into You Tube and think ‘o, that’s really 
good’ and then into the little video section you’ll see Jojo Mayer Drum Battle 
versus… Or you check out Tony Royston Junior – he’s mental! I mean, have you 
seen that drum solo from when he’s like eight or eleven or something stupid like 
that?! I mean, to be honest, he doesn’t seem to have progressed, but he’s mad, 
man! Yeah, he’s all doong-ga-doong-ga-doong-ga… It’s mad! 

 
Mike Pickering, a professional drummer, also uses the internet as resource for watching his 

favourite drummers in action: 

… yeah, I love checking out Tony Williams on You Tube! 
 
For Guy Richman: 
 

… the internet is basically the world’s biggest encyclopaedia, its biggest tool of 
reference, and it helps me find things that I can buy cheaper without having to 
scour Oxford street for 5½ hours before even making a purchase. 

 

The internet as a learning forum also serves further to blur lines between formal and informal 

learning practices. Chris describes how a formal lesson at his music college can become 

informalized post-facto at home: 

… say you have your lessons and you don’t quite understand something and you 
just go on You Tube, type the teacher’s name in and it’ll come up with all his 
lessons on You Tube, or pretty much, you know, thereabouts. 

 
You Tube is teeming with thousands of drummers offering free tuition to anyone who logs on 

to view their videos, by recognized teachers, institutions such as RockSchool and 

MusicRadar.com, and countless others. This internet teaching ranges from formalized courses 
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of lessons by recognized, ‘name’ professionals to ad hoc one-offs by drumming peers of all 

ages. 

 

Formal learning? 

 

Organizations such as RockSchool are responsible in other ways for blurring the lines 

between formal and informal means of active learning realization. RockSchool offers graded 

examinations in popular music performance, up to a Level 4 qualification (roughly equivalent 

to an Associate’s Degree in the US). Formerly, much popular music learning would have 

been done in the ways described by Green (2002); now, the game has changed utterly, with 

the increased fuzzying of boundaries between2 formal informal practices. Trinity College 

London now also offers an FTCL, a Level 7 (Master’s Degree level) qualification in Drum 

Kit Recital. Bachelor’s Degrees in popular music and popular music performance are 

commonplace at UK institutions such as the Institute of Contemporary Music Performance, 

DrumTech, Academy of Contemporary Music, Liverpool Institute of Performing Arts and 

various university departments. Indeed, the UK is not unique in being home to institutions 

offering qualifications of this sort.  

The institutionalization of learning for drummers helps put paid to the remnant of truth 

that might once have existed in the joke: 

How do you confuse a drummer? 
 
Put a chart in front of him!’ 
(www.drumjokes.com) 

 

Indeed, Chris explains the depth of formal active learning realization into which drummers go 

when studying at a popular music college: 

It’s really, really anal, really analytical, it’s like, really, really stupidly like 
magnified technique stuff, and, er, which is awesome, no it’s really, really good 
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but it gets pretty full-on, like, you know – ‘Crap! I’m thinking about everything’. 
It’s down to a point where you’re like robots. You go over everything in such 
detail. 

 

Formal learning is not by any means a new phenomenon for drummers, as Guy recalls from 

his lessons in the 1970s: 

I studied with Eddie [Freeborn], and then I started going to a guy called Max 
Abrams… So I learnt with Max, then I went to Bob [Armstrong]. His real thing 
was the reading skills. 
 

Some professional drummers, though, preferred not to take formal lessons. Steve recalls: 

I found it duff… ‘cause he was literally ‘right you play this for five or ten 
minutes’ then he’d fuck off and go to another room where he had someone else. 

 

Dave’s intended formal learning experience left him a little disenfranchised with formal 

learning, instead giving him the passive learning realization that he is ‘too old in the tooth to 

be taught.  

 

Passive learning realization 

 

Passive learning realization happens all the time in the learning environments. Steve explains 

how, when trying to learn a song with his bands, sometimes:  

… you get like ‘o shit, that’s how it works! 
 

Guy realized that despite misgivings in his youth: 

… to go into this theory class and learn about harmony and stuff like that… it’s 
paid every dividend off, that one, learning to do that. 

 

Ranjit, meanwhile, learned that he has certain preferences for how he goes about his active 

learning realization: 

I prefer listening and playing. It’s easier for me than reading from a book. 
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Geoff came to the realization that: 

 … for how long I’ve been playing, I reckon I should be better than I am now. 
 
Hopefully this new model of passive and active learning realization is a useful way to look at 

learning practices and experiences among drummers. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Hegel describes the point from which passive and active identity realization (PAIR) and 

passive and active learning realization (PALR) begin: ‘at the outset, then, the nature of 

individuality in its original determinate form, its immediate essence, is not yet affirmed as 

active; and in this shape is called special capacity, talent, character, and so on’ (Hegel, 1910: 

421). Human potential for identity realization and learning realization are both present from 

the very start of life. It is what happens from after this that shapes drummers’ and others’ 

identities, as Durrant writes: 

… abilities are learned and elaborated only if the people, places, things, and 
events in our surroundings support that learning. Our experiences, therefore, 
determine the extent to which our human capabilities will be converted into 
increasingly refined abilities. (Durrant, 2003: 13) 

 

This paper began with an iteration of Green’s assertion that ‘identity… (is) ‘intrinsically and 

unavoidably connected to particular ways of learning’ (Green, 2002: 216). This statement is 

endorsed by the literature and by the evidence submitted in this paper: learning and identity 

are inexorably and intimately linked. Learning to play drums is learning to be a drummer; 

wishing to become a drummer inevitably requires learning to play the instrument.  

In terms of the new model of the Snowball Self, the symbiosis of learning and identity 

can be seen to work in the following ways: 
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1) Passive identity realization requires, or is, a moment of discovery, of learning 

 

2) Active identity realization requires learning to take place in order that identities 

can be realized 

 

3) Passive learning realization is an inevitable by-product of active identity 

realization 

 

4) Active learning realization leads to passive identity realization 

 

5) Active identity realization and active learning realization can lead to passive 

identity realization and passive learning realization.  

 

6) Passive identity realization and passive learning realization can lead to active 

identity realization and active learning realization.  

 

Recalling Waterman (1992, ibid), the eudaimonic understanding of identity 

construction – that is, with passive and active identity realization operating in symbiosis – can 

as easily serve to help illuminate the reciprocal processes occurring between passive and 

active learning realization, as well as between each aspect of PAIR and PALR. 

In shaping their meta-identities as drummers, drummers realize contextual identities 

and learning in ways described above. Data from the questionnaires have not yet been fully 

analyzed, although initial analysis indicates broad replication of many of the interview data. 

While data from the two age groups were analyzed separately, experiences of identity and 

learning do not appear to be clearly differentiated along lines of age. The only exception to 
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this would be that contexts of identity and learning realization for teenagers take place more 

often in contexts intended specifically for learning, whereas the contexts for professionals’ 

identity and learning realization are more practice-based. As this research suggests, however, 

identity and learning may be intimately intertwined in ways not previously proposed.  

So, ‘I drum, therefore I am’? The issue of identity may be far simpler than I have 

suggested – problematizing things is the sociologist’s habit. The complexities of theorizing 

identity may be solved by the eloquent words of drummer Bill Bruford: 

You could call yourself what you liked, but it didn’t mean anything until it was 
written in your passport. (Bruford, 2009: 38) 
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Figure 1: Snowball Self, showing passive and active identity realization, passive and active learning realization, 

principal meta-identity, meta-identities, and contextual identities 
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Endnotes 

                                                
1 John Bonham played drums for the rock band Led Zeppelin. On the sleeve for the band’s fourth album 

(unnamed, but known to fans as Four Symbols) and subsequently, each member of the band adopted a symbol to 

represent them. Bonham’s was three interconnected circles, often depicted on the skin of his bass drum. 

 
 


